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IN GROUND BANNER KIT ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

*Option:  Install stakes at a slight angle
  to assist in keeping banner taut

Close Up
of Stake

PARTS LIST:
2 - Heavy Duty 1” Diameter Eyelet Poles (either 60” or 72”)
2 - Ground stakes with plow plate

1. Attach the eyelet pole to the left and right side of your banner.
2. Lay the banner flat on the ground, stretching it horizontally to full width.
    This will assist in getting an approximate measurement to mark the ground for the installation of the ground stakes.
3. To begin the installation of the ground stakes, it is suggested to begin one side at a time.
    Hold one ground stake upright with the pole insert facing up and the plow plate pointing down toward the ground.
    NOTE: Be sure the eyelet pole inserts are facing inward with the ground stake shaft pointing outward for best results.
4. Taking a hammer, begin driving the stake into the ground by striking the top of the 1/2” round rod part of the shaft,
    straight down into the ground until the plow plate is firmly below the surface.
    Repeat both steps 3 and 4 for the installation of the second ground stake.
    Make sure the eyelet pole insert is facing the other ground stake.
5. Once both ground stakes are secure into the ground (bottom of the pole pipe should be level with the ground),
    insert each of the banner poles into the stakes.

Some adjustment may be necessary to bring the banner taut again, after the banner has rested and/or after significant winds, severe weather or rain.

WARNING:  Before installing the ground stakes, please ensure there is no wiring, plumbing or anything
                     that could be damaged on top or under the ground from the installation of the stakes.
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*Illustrations are not to scale


